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Descripción

The Nietzsche Circle is a philosophical community whose main concern is artistic production
and the question of aesthetics, of responding to the crisis of art and its bearing on life, though
it will explore all dimensions of Nietzsche's thought. The Nietzsche Circle is devoted to the
question: What kind of art is vital to our.

The Thoughts of Friedrich Nietzsche. Grant Bartley from Philosophy Now discusses the
influence and ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche, the infamous German anti-Christian philosopher,
with Ken Gemes, Professor of Philosophy at Birkbeck. First broadcast on 8 November 2011
on Resonance FM. Your browser does not support.
30 Apr 2016 . Making Nietzsche New on The Spectator | Had you been down at Naumburg
barracks early in March 1867, you might have seen a figure take a running jump at a…
23 Aug 2017 . Of all the people who Friedrich Nietzsche met, the composer Richard Wagner
(1813-1883) was, without question, the one who made the deepest impression on him. As
many have pointed out, Wagner was the same age as Nietzsche father, and thus could have
offered the young scholar, who was 23 when.
In Which Nietzsche Learns the True Meaning of Christmas. A true Übermensch spends
Christmas miserable and alone, as everyone knows. Permanent Link to this Comic:
http://existentialcomics.com/comic/217.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche was an eccentric German author who wrote lots of books laden
with extremely provocative and controversial ideas for his time (some of which are still
controversial to this day), and they made him famous. Nowadays, he is often placed among
the most influential philosophers of all time. It didn't.
Friedrich Nietzsche. QUESTION: Friedrich Nietzsche - How did he impact Existentialism?
ANSWER: Friedrich Nietzsche was one of the most influential of all modern existentialist and
postmodernist thinkers. He is considered the father of Nihilism, which teaches that there is no
ultimate meaning to human existence.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche nasceu em 15 de outubro de 1844 na cidade de Röcken na
Alemanha. Seu pai foi uma pessoa erudita e seus avós eram pastores.
22 Dec 2017 . Friedrich Nietzsche suggests that what differentiates humans from other
creatures is that we have “the right to make promises.” Making promises addresses a
fundamental aspect of our humanity: that each of us is and is not the person we will become in
the future. This is confusing, so let's get concrete: Are.
Letter to Elisabeth Nietzsche, Bonn, 1865-06-11. Quoted in Walter Kaufmann, The Faith of a
Heretic (opening epigram). There are no facts, only interpretations. Notebooks (Summer 1886
– Fall 1887); Variant translation: Against that positivism which stops before phenomena,
saying "there are only facts," I should say: no,.
A vida de Friedrich Nietzsche foi tão vigorosa quanto sua filosofia. O autor viveu similar a um
ermitão. Sempre isolado, passou de gênio a louco, sofreu com duras críticas de estudiosos da
época e aguentou o peso da carreira acadêmica ainda jovem. No início, grande amigo de
Wagner, no fim, ódio ao antissemitismo.
Friedrich Nietzsche is of course better known as a philosopher than as a musician. But he was
a composer of some note and a musicologist who wrote a fair amount on the direction and
purpose of music. He initially admired Wagner's art, but eventually grew to reject it as inept, as
he did the entire Romantic movement.
Drama · Viennese doctor Josef Breuer meets with philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche to help him
deal with his despair.
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900 CE) wrote Thus Spake Zarathustra, a book through which
many Europeans became familiar with the name Zarathushtra. Nietzsche's work is known
more by how it was misinterpreted than by a careful examination of his life and writings. In
Thus Spake Zarathustra, Nietzsche developed the.
Órfão de pai aos cinco anos, Nietzsche passou a sua infância em Naumburg, uma pequena
cidade da Alemanha às margens do rio Saale, onde cresceu em companhia da mãe, tias e avó.
Foi batizado como Friedrich Wilhelm em homenagem ao rei da Prússia. Mais tarde, o filósofo

abandonou o nome do meio.
The death of God didn't strike Nietzsche as an entirely good thing. Without a God, the basic
belief system of Western Europe was in jeopardy.
E, se forem necessárias biografias, que não sejam aquelas que têm por estribilho: 'Fulano de
tal e seu tempo', mas as que deveriam ter por título: 'um lutador contra seu tempo'" - Nietzsche
No dia 15 de outubro de 1844, em um pequeno vilarejo da Prússia, nasce Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche, primeiro de três filhos de…
Friedrich Nietzsche,Alemanha,1844 - 403 citações, frases e aforismos de Friedrich Nietzsche.
Citador - A Maior Base Temática de Citações e Frases em Lingua Portuguesa. Milhares de
Citações.
18 ago. 2017 . Por meio da Genealogia da Moral, Nietzsche acreditava ser preciso investigar a
origem dos valores, em vez de simplesmente aceitá-los.
24 May 2017 . In October 1876, around the time of his thirty-second birthday, Friedrich
Nietzsche set off on his first journey to Italy. He was at this point Professor of Classical
Philology in Basel, a post he had secured at the astonishingly young age of twenty-four.
Nietzsche had been quite sickly, suffering from a number of.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (Röcken, Reino da Prússia, 15 de outubro de 1844 — Weimar,
Império Alemão, 25 de agosto de 1900) foi um filósofo, filólogo, crítico cultural, poeta e
compositor prussiano do século XIX, nascido na atual Alemanha. Ele escreveu vários textos
críticos sobre a religião, a moral, a cultura.
Nietzsche on Richard Wagner and his last music-drama 'Parsifal'. Nietzsche wrote that the
sensuousness of Wagner's last work made it his greatest masterpiece.
5 May 2011 . Wozu "der Mensch" da ist, soll uns gar nicht kümmern: aber wozu Du da bist,
das frage dich: und wenn Du es nicht erfahren kannst, nun so stecke Dir selber Ziele, hohe
und edle Ziele und gehe an ihnen zu Grunde! Ich weiss keinen besseren Lebenszweck als am
Grossen und Unmöglichen zu Grunde zu.
15 Oct 2016 . When it comes to matters of capitalism and freedom, Nietzsche was inconsistent.
Like supporters of the free market, Nietzsche sought to maximize the creative output of
individuals and privilege the individual self-interest that ultimately leads to benefits for all.
And yet, he championed aristocracy and.
2 mar. 2017 . 1 – Família religiosa. Nietzsche nasceu numa família luterana. Seus dois avós
eram pastores protestantes. O próprio Nietzsche pensou em seguir a carreira de pastor,
entretanto, rejeitou a crença religiosa durante sua adolescência e o seu contato com a filosofia
afastou-o da carreira teológica.
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche shared Kierkegaard's conviction that philosophy
should deeply reflect the personal concerns of individual human beings. But for Nietzsche,
this entailed rejection of traditional values, including the Christian religion. Nietzche's
declaration of "the death of god" draws attention to our.
Born: October 15, 1844. Röcken, Germany Died: August 25, 1900. Weimar, Germany German
philosopher and poet. The German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche predicted a European
collapse into a time where no one could define truth and the end of man was desired. In
works of powerful and beautiful prose (writing that.
24 Apr 2017 . Preface[edit]. THIS volume of Friedrich Nietzsche's private correspondence
consists of a selection from the five-volume edition published in Germany between the years
1900-1909. Private letters are now recognized all the world over as a most important
supplementary trait to a literary man's portrait,.
(1844-1900). Although Nietzsche is considered the father of Existentialism, which, in JeanPaul Sartre's writing prizes human freedom and makes us the makers of our own morality,

Nietzsche's aphoristic writing produced many polemics against the "celebrated concept of free
will" - as well as against its opposite, the "unfree.
7 Results . Visit Amazon.com's Friedrich Nietzsche Page and shop for all Friedrich Nietzsche
books. Check out pictures, bibliography, and biography of Friedrich Nietzsche.
17 mar. 2017 . É justamente sobre filosofia e religião, e, mais especificamente, sobre a questão
do budismo no pensamento de Friedrich Nietzsche, que trata a pesquisa publicada na revista
Intelligere, em que Derley Menezes Alves propõe uma reflexão sobre as relações entre
Ocidente e Oriente, ou seja, a relação.
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 - 1900). Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (15 October 1844 – 25 August
1900) was a German philosopher, poet, composer, cultural critic, and classical philologist. He
wrote critical texts on religion, morality, contemporary culture, philosophy, and science,
displaying a fondness for metaphor, irony, and.
Escrita em três volumes entre 1920 e 1931, esta obra de Charles Andler [1866-1933] germanista francês, professor de literatura no Collège de France e na Sorbonne - é
provavelmente a maior, a mais bem elaborada e a mais completa biografia intelectual de
Nietzsche.<P> No volume I, Andler mostra como se constituiu.
Nietzsche spoke of "the death of God," and foresaw the dissolution of traditional religion and
metaphysics. Some interpreters of Nietzsche believe he embraced nihilism, rejected
philosophical reasoning, and promoted a literary exploration of the human condition, while
not being concerned with gaining truth and knowledge.
Nietzsche e il Rinascimento. XIV edizione del Seminario Permanente Nietzscheano. Sapienza
Università di Roma, 19-21 dicembre 2017. 0 comments Posted by Pietro Gori.
Friedrich Nietzsche. Frases, textos, pensamentos, poesias e poemas de Friedrich Nietzsche.
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) foi um filósofo, escritor, poeta e filólogo alemão, um dos
mais impo.
16 jun. 2016 . Apesar de ter morrido em 1900, os pensamentos do filósofo Friedrich Nietzsche
se mostram tão atuais e úteis para compreendermos a humanidade de hoje quanto os memes
da internet. Escrever seu nome sem a ajuda do Google e pronunciá-lo da forma correta (que é
Níti, com ênfase no pimeiro “i”).
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche is best known for his “God is dead” pronouncement,
but although he believed in evolution, he vehemently rejected the major principles of
Darwinism.
11 Jun 2013 . Friedrich Nietzsche was a German philosopher who really hated Christianity and
morality. His philosophy has often erroneously been conflated with Nazism because his sister
was kind of a dick Nazi who wanted to revive her brother's work after his death. By revive, I
mean grossly manipulate to make it.
History. The Nietzsche Archive was founded in early 1894 in Naumburg by the philosopher's
sister Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche and was moved to Weimar in September 1896. In May 1897
she moved into the villa »Silberblick« where today is Humboldtstrasse 36, to make a home for
and to look after her ailing brother.
17 Mar 2017 . Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900) was a German philosopher and cultural critic
who published intensively in the 1870s and 1880s. He is famous for uncompromising
criticisms of traditional European morality and religion, as well as of conventional
philosophical ideas and social and political pieties.
Nietzsche's argued that the Christian system of faith and worship was not only incorrect, but
harmful to society because it allowed the weak to rule the strong - it suppressed the will to
power which was the driving force of human character. Nietzsche wanted people to throw of

the shackles of our misguided Christian morality.
260 tweets • 1 photos/videos • 14.6K followers. "Insanity in individuals is something rare - but
in groups, parties, nations and epochs, it is the rule."
1 Dec 2015 - 5 minChris Surprenant (University of New Orleans) discusses the account of
human well-being and .
29 Oct 2013 . Turns out, you can learn a lot about running a business from Friedrich
Nietzsche, the German philosopher and philologist who turned Romantic thinking on its head.
He actually had some ideas that provide a helpful path for entrepreneurs. Just look at his
overall philosophy of life affirmation: Essentially that.
Friedrich Nietzsche, Digitale Kritische Gesamtausgabe Werke und Briefe auf der Grundlage
der Kritischen Gesamtausgabe Werke, herausgegeben von Giorgio Colli und Mazzino
Montinari, Berlin/New York, Walter de Gruyter, 1967ff. und Nietzsche Briefwechsel Kritische
Gesamtausgabe, Berlin/New York, Walter de Gruyter.
Welcome to the perspectives of Nietzsche, the best organized collection of Nietzsche quotes on
the internet. The quotes are organized by category, essential to truly understand what Nietzsche
meant, and unlike some other sites that organize them by book or by no criteria at all. Click the
category links above to find out what.
Collected text in English and German with Nietzsche's music, correspondence and notes.
He wrote 'The Birth of Tragedy,' so why not give birth to a tragedy of your own, starring this
Friedrich Nietzsche finger puppet? On your finger, he's a puppet;
Nietzsche definition, Friedrich Wilhelm [free-drikh vil-helm] /ˈfri drɪx ˈvɪl hɛlm/ (Show IPA),
1844–1900, German philosopher. See more.
206 quotes have been tagged as nietzsche: Friedrich Nietzsche: 'The snake which cannot cast
its skin has to die. As well the minds which are prevented fr.
26 Oct 2017 . Friedrich Nietzsche, (born October 15, 1844, Röcken, Saxony, Prussia
[Germany]—died August 25, 1900, Weimar, Thuringian States), German classical scholar,
philosopher, and critic of culture, who became one of the most-influential of all modern
thinkers. His attempts to unmask the motives that underlie.
Friedrich Nietzsche biography and philosophy. His major works Superman Thus Spake
Zarathustra Ecce Homo.
7 Nov 2017 . In 1900, one of the most profound thinkers of his day was buried in a small
town in Germany. He had been sick for over a decade before his death as a side effect of a
mental breakdown. Fortunately, in the years before that, he sealed his legacy with an
impressive library of work. Friedrich Nietzsche is a.
20 Dec 2016 . Hugo Drochon's new book on Nietzsche can teach us about American populism
and European disintegration.
15 Oct 2014 . German philosopher, poet, composer, and writer Friedrich Nietzsche (October
15, 1844–August 25, 1900) is among humanity's most enduring, influential, and oft-cited
minds — and he seemed remarkably confident that he would end up that way. Nietzsche
famously called the populace of philosophers.
31 Oct 2016 - 9 min“God is dead.” “There are no facts; only interpretations.” “What does not
kill us, only makes us stronger .
Autor / Friedrich Nietzsche. FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE. Nasceu em Roecken, perto de Leipzig,
Alemanha, em 1844. Durante dez anos foi professor de filologia clássica na Universidade da
Basiléia, Suíça. Em 1872, publicou seu primeiro livro, O nascimento da tragédia. Escreveu
mais treze obras de ensaios e aforismos, até.
The Journal of Nietzsche Studies has become indispensable reading for all those who take
Nietzsche seriously. It publishes the best work in continental and Anglo-American thought. In

my experience every issue contains more than one article that forces one to reevaluate
judgments that had been thought firm. —Tracy.
In this beautifully written account, Julian Young provides the most comprehensive biography
available today of the life and philosophy of the nineteenth-century German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche. Young deals with the many puzzles created by the conjunction of
Nietzsche's personal history and his work: why the son.
In addition to the authoritative editions of the works (KGW) and the letters (KGB), Nietzsche
Online contains all De Gruyter publications on Nietzsche; furthermore, the database also
includes contributions of the journal New Nietzsche Studies. Due to the cross-referencing to
the full texts and the further interpretations, the.
4 Feb 2011 . Not the chest-beating, costume-drama, moon-launch Nietzsche of Zarathustra –
though there's fantastic stuff in it. And not the slanderous version stitched together by his
sister, Elisabeth, and hoisted as a proto-Nazi flag. Since he abhorred her anti-semitism – and
that of his one-time idol, Richard Wagner.
13 jul. 2017 . Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) foi um filósofo e escritor alemão de grande
influência no Ocidente. Sua obra mais conhecida é "Assim Falou Z. Biografia e resumo da
vida.
2 Apr 2014 . Synopsis. Philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche was born on October 15, 1844, in
Röcken bei Lützen, Germany. In his brilliant but relatively brief career, he published
numerous major works of philosophy, including Twilight of the Idols and Thus Spoke
Zarathustra. In the last decade of his life he suffered from.
An essay on Beyond Good and Evil by Dr. V. Widmann in the paper called the Bund under
the heading "Nietzsche's Dangerous Book” and a general account of all my works from the
pen of Herr Karl Spitteler also in the Bund constitute a maximum in my life—I shall not say of
what. The latter treated my Zarathustra for.
“Nietzsche sonhou com um homem que já não fugiria de um destino trágico, mas que o amaria
e o encarnaria de pleno acordo, que não mentiria mais para si mesmo e se elevaria acima da
servidão social. […] Entre as ideias de um reacionário fascista ou de outro tipo e as ideias de
Nietzsche há mais do que uma.
20 Jul 2015 . Friedrich Nietzsche introduced several ideas into Western philosophy that have
had a huge influence on the culture of the 20th and 21st centuries. Existentialism,
postmodernism, and poststructuralism have all been touched by Nietzsche's work. His impact
isn't just seen in academic philosophies, though,.
Define Nietzsche. Nietzsche synonyms, Nietzsche pronunciation, Nietzsche translation, English
dictionary definition of Nietzsche. Friedrich Wilhelm 1844-1900. German philosopher who
argued that Christianity's emphasis on the afterlife makes its believers less able to cope with
earthly.
A filosofia não era o único talento de Nietzsche. O pensador também possuía paixão pela
música, e chegou a criar 43 composições ao longo da vida. Os músicos canadenses Lauretta
Altman e Wolfgang Bottenberg, juntamente com o grupo Orpheus Singers of Montreal,
executaram as partituras do filósofo. As gravações.
Not every philosopher can say that they've been quoted in films, books, songs, and angsty
teenage diary entries, but then not every philosopher is as brilliant—or as quotable—as big
bad Friedrich Nietzsche. (It's FREE-drick NEE-chuh, by the way. Keep those NEE-CHEEs to
yourself.) From his early analyses of the dos and.
The challenge begins with how to pronounce his name. The first bit should sound like 'Knee',
the second like 'cher': Knee – cher. Friedrich Nietzsche was born in 1844 in a quiet village in
the eastern part of Germany, where – for generations – his forefathers had been pastors. He

did exceptionally well at school and.
Nietzsche. Frases, textos, pensamentos, poesias e poemas de Nietzsche. Nietzsche (1844-1900)
foi um filósofo, escritor, poeta e filólogo alemão. Foi um dos mais importante.
Friedrich Nietzsche, Basel, Switzerland. 3567904 likes · 6193 talking about this. Friedrich
Nietzsche (1844 –1900) was a 19th-century German.
A inteligência foi uma maldição para Nietzsche. Rejeitado desde a infância, cercado de beatas
melancólicas, jovem taciturno e solitário, adulto fracassado, doente, incompreendido.
Atormentado, pensou coisas “além do bem e do mal”, colocou a inteligência no papel,
escreveu muito, aforismos, poemas filosóficos de.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche was a German philosopher, cultural critic, composer, poet,
philologist, and Latin and Greek scholar whose work has exerted a profound influence on
Western philosophy and modern intellectual history. He began his career as a classical
philologist before turning to philosophy. He became the.
26 Jul 2016 . Gavin Jacobson considers the great philosopher's plan for society as revealed in
Nietzsche's Great Politics by Hugo Drochon.
Philosophy: By Individual Philosopher > Friedrich Nietzsche.
A summary of The Birth of Tragedy in 's Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900). Learn exactly what
happened in this chapter, scene, or section of Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900) and what it
means. Perfect for acing essays, tests, and quizzes, as well as for writing lesson plans.
19 Jan 2010 . Elizabeth Förster-Nietzsche, who went on to become a prominent supporter of
Adolf Hitler, systematically falsified her brother's works and letters, according to the Nietzsche
Encyclopedia. Christian Niemeyer, the publisher, said he wanted to clear the revered thinker's
reputation by showing the "criminally.
Através de um humor light, o autor explora o lado cômico da existência, a partir do exato
momento em que Deus, experimenta “criar o mundo”. As situações se complicam cada vez
mais com o surgimento de Adão, Eva, Caim, o Papa, Freud, Darwin e muitos outros…
Assembled by Nietzsche's sister after his death, The Will to Power is a collection of the
philosopher's reflections and theories taken from his unpublished notebooks. Covering topics
such as nihilism, Christianity, morality and the famous 'will to power', the book was
controversially presented as Nietzsche's all-but-completed.
Etymology[edit]. Borrowed from German Nietzsche. Pronunciation[edit]. (UK) IPA: /ˈniːtʃə/;
(US) IPA: /ˈnitʃə/. Proper noun[edit]. Nietzsche. A surname., most famously borne by
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900), German philosopher. quotations ▽. 1919, P.G. Wodehouse,
My Man Jeeves: You would not like Nietzsche,.
In the last lecture, we investigated true world theories, which were examples of some of the
old 'truths' Nietzsche thought were on the decline. In this lecture we will investigate why
Nietzsche thought these 'old truths' were approaching their end. To do this we'll analyze what
is perhaps Nietzsche's most famous and.
Modern History Sourcebook: Nietzsche: Parable of the Madman. THE MADMAN----Have you
not heard of that madman who lit a lantern in the bright morning hours, ran to the market
place, and cried incessantly: "I seek God! I seek God!"---As many of those who did not
believe in God were standing around just then,.
The battle for Nietzsche's legacy began when Count Hary Kessler met Elisabeth ForsterNietzsche.
8 Apr 2002 . In the fall of 1888, Friedrich Nietzsche proudly informed an admirer that he had
completed "a ruthless attack on the crucified Christ." Long experience as both a soldier and a
psychologist had taught him, he said, to bring the heavy guns of argument into action. "I swear
to you," he added, "we shall have the.

About Friedrich Nietzsche: Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844–1900) is a German philosopher
of the late 19th century who challenged the foundations of Chr.
8 May 2017 . Nietzsche is back. Not that he was ever really gone, but with the rise of
Trumpism and the reinvigorated resurgence of white supremacy under the banner of the altright, whose leader takes intellectual inspiration from Nietzsche, the need to engage with his
ideas has become urgent again. Ever since .
13 Jan 2012 . In 1889, when Friedrich Nietzsche suffered the mental collapse that ended his
career, he was virtually unknown. Yet by the time of his death in 1900 at the age of 55, he had
become the philosophical celebrity of his age. From Russia to America, admirers echoed his
estimation of himself as a titanic figure.
4 Oct 2017 . Friedrich Nietzsche (October 15, 1844 – August 25, 1900) was a German
philosopher and an atheist, thus commonly demonized as a bogeyman. His most famous
quotation is: "God is dead. and we have killed him". The line first appears within his book
The Gay Science. The quotation is among the most.
Complete your Friedrich Nietzsche record collection. Discover Friedrich Nietzsche's full
discography. Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs.
The following is a reprint of the Helen Zimmern translation from German into English of
"Beyond Good and Evil," as published in The Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche (19091913). Some adaptations from the original text were made to format it into an e-text. Italics in
the original book are capitalized in this e-text,.
nietzscheunknown · Late 19th century philosopher. His works dealt mainly with ethics, and
also to a lesser degree with metaphysics. His work on ethics is of an historical time, his
academic knowledge of ancient languages enabled him to trace and explain the meaning of
ethical words, like good and evil. From these.
10 Oct 2014 - 7 min - Uploaded by The School of LifeNietzsche believed that the central task
of philosophy was to teach us to 'become who we are .
The Friedrich Nietzsche Society (FNS) was founded in 1990. Its aim is to promote the study of
the life, work and influence of Friedrich Nietzsche. FNS currently has around 200 members
worldwide, and welcomes new members with an interest in Nietzsche, whether professional or
private. The Society's activities are.
Por vezes as pessoas não querem saber a verdade porque não desejam que suas ilusões sejam
destruídas. Um dos filósofos mais críticos, Nietzsche utilizou uma linguagem diferente em seus
livros. Quebrando os paradigmas de sistemas filosóficos tradicionais, o filósofo usou uma
linguagem poética e aforismática.
Enjoy the best Friedrich Nietzsche Quotes at BrainyQuote. Quotations by Friedrich Nietzsche,
German Philosopher, Born October 15, 1844. Share with your friends.
Introducing Nietzsche 13/13. “With few exceptions, my company on earth is mostly
Nietzsche,” Georges Bataille declared in the opening passages of his book On Nietzsche,
published in 1945—adding a few lines later, “Nietzsche is the only one to support me.”
Decades later, Michel Foucault would return to Nietzsche in his.
26 dez. 2017 . Em discussão sobre o Papa, cristianismo, Cristo e migrantes, acabei falando de
Nietzsche, não porque eu seja conhecedora de sua obra (não.
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